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Drakor cinderella and four knights sinopsis

Adapted from Baek Myo's cinderella novel Nemyungui Kisa first published on November 4, 2011 by BandiBooks, this Korean drama series Cinderella and the Four Knights tells the story of the life of modern Cinderella: a girl who lives with her evil mother and half-sister goes to a party until
midnight and is left behind by her shoes, then her life changes 180 degrees since then. It may be a bit like the popular Boys Over Flowers series, but certainly with a different plot and twist. Like what? Dock. pictures and videos © tvN South KoreaAsilas About the main characters of the
drama Cinderella and the Four Knights or You're The First is Eun Ha-Won (played by Park So-Dam), a 20-year-old girl who lives with her stepmother and stepsister, who considers her more of a maid at home. His own mother was dead while his father worked as a truck driver who spent



more time on the streets. One day he meets Kang Hyun-Mine (played by Ahn Jae-hyun), one of the three grandsons of CEO Kang Haneul group's business empire heir (Kim Yong-gun), who asks him to pretend to be his fiancée in order to destroy CEO Kang's fifth wedding. Since then, Ha-
Won's life has completely changed. In addition to the comedy romantic drama, one of the highlights of draconian film is the touch of classic Cinderella story elements in some parts. Although some are not very important in fact. As well as Ha-won's high heels after attending a party similar to
the one that stayed next to Cinderella's glass shoes after the palace dance. Given that the level of complexity of the conflict itself is still not very noticeable in the first two episodes, but given that the four knights have different backgrounds, it should be reasonable to expect a convoluted
conflict. The TV series began airing on August 11, 2016 on TVN. The plan is that the Friday - Saturday drama slot will be cast regularly until it reaches the 16 episodes that are scheduled for the end of September 30, 2016. The entire episode has been produced since May 2016. Here are
some trailers and trailers from Cinderella and the Four Knights, :P emain/Lead ActorAs mentioned above, Park So-Dam (Beautiful Mind since it's the first time) will play Eun Ha-Won, Cinderella. Who are the four knights around him? Three of them are grandson and future heir to the throne
CEO Kang (Kim Yong-Geon), kang ji-woon (Jung Il-woo), Kang Hyun-Min (Ahn Jae-hyun), and Kang Seo-Woo (Lee Jung-shin). The other is Lee Yoon-Sung (played by Choi Min), who is the right-hand man and bodyguard of General Manager Kang. Each of them has a different personality
and background. In addition, here is a list of Cinderella and four Knights players Na-eun as Park Hye-ji Kim Hye-ri as Ji Hwa-ja (fifth wife of Kang CEO) Seo Hyun-chul as Eun Gi-sang (Father Ha-Won) Choi Eun-kyung as Park so-kyung (Ha-Won's stepmother) Ko Bo-gyeol as Choi Yoo-na
(Ha-Won's half-brother) Jo Hye-jung as Hong Ja-young Kim Kang-hyun as Seo-Woo Park manager Kyu-jeom as director of the KimOST/SoundtrackFolther ost list or the original Cinderella soundtrack and the four knights were released along with the video clip respectively in accordance
with the order of release date. An instrumental version is usually issued for each part of the ost. Some songs are also sometimes available in two versions, the original version and the ballad version. Cekidot.Part 1: For you from BTOBSinopsis CompleteFolve complete synopsis Cinderella
and four knights draconian. Click on the link next to read the synopsis details (for episodes already live). The synopsis is usually published at least 12 hours after the episode in question airs. Episode 1 (August 11, 2016): read episode 2 here (August 12, 2016): read here Episode 3 (August
18, 2016): read here Episode 4 (August 19, 2016): read episode 5 here (August 25, 2016): Read here Episode 6 (September 2, 2016): Read here Episode 8 (September 2, 2016): Read here Episode 9 (September 8, 2016): read here Episode 10 (September 9, 2016): read episode 11 here
(September 15, 2016): Read episode 12 (September 16, 2016): read episode 12 here (September 16, 2016) 16): read here Episode 12 13 (September 22, 2016): read here Episode 14 (September 23, 2016): Read here Episode 15 (September 29, 2016): read here Episode 16 (September
30 , 2016) : read here a brief overview Of its two premiere episodes, this drama Cinderella and the Four Knights is easy enough to follow. There haven't been any romantics yet, but it's both funny and touching. The focus of the story at the beginning seems to be the introduction of
characters, especially the character Cinderella and her four knights. To be clear, instead of action in Beautiful Mind, I enjoyed the so-called dam role of starring in the series. Note: This review will be reupdet as soon as the story enters the second half. Cinderella and four knights (also known
렐,Cinderella and four knights, Cinderella and four knights, Cinderella and four knights, Cinderella and four knights, Cinderella and four knights, Cinderella and four knights, is a drama that was broadcast on tv channel TVN in South Korea. If so, we often call it draconian a.k.a. Korean drama.
In fact, the play is based on the novel of the same name by Lee Min Young (Baek Myo) published in 2011. More or less the same as the novel, the play is about a young man's novel in which a woman is 'poor' and a man is 'rich' as a Cinderella classic we all know. People also think that this
drama is similar to the 2009 TV series that hit really, not Boys Over Flowers, because the core of the story is that draconian is average, right? FTV Indonesia is also everything so. Have you ever watched this draconian called Cinderella and the Four Knights, or do you plan on wanting But
doubt and want to know the synopsis first? Read on, expose it to you now without getting spoilers to watch it even more fun! Synopsis Year of Release: 2016 Genre: Romantic Comedy Productions: Studio Dragon Director: Kwon Hyuk Chan, Lee Min Woo Cast: Park So Dam, Jung Il Woo,
Ahn Jae Hyun, Lee Jung Shin, Choi Min, Son Na Eun As a Cinderella classic in general, this drama tells the story of a kind and disadvantaged girl in economics. Eun Ha Won lives with his mother and half-sister because her father, who works as a truck driver, rarely returns home. She was
considered a maid, she told her to cook, wash dishes, wash laundry, all her homework without getting any pocket money. That's why he works part-time from morning to night to save for a college deposit. When he was working as a pizza delivery guy for the club, he was harassed and
insulted by his pizza buyers. The incident was watched by everyone at the club, including one of the men who would take over his knight, Kang Hyun Min. Ha Won, who did not receive it, was treated in this way against (it was a karate brisk). Earlier, Hyun Min promised in front of his friends
to invite whoever girl first opened the door of the club as her date of her grandfather 5. And it turned out to be Ha Won. Originally Hyun Min was lazy because all the time his date was beautiful and elegant all (yes, he was a playboy). But after seeing a girl throw a disrespectful pizza
customer, Hyun Min becomes interested and hires the girl as her pretend fiancée. The girl had no idea that Hyun Min was the grandson of a very famous conglomerate all over Korea, he even had his own fan base. So when he became the first date officially showed Hyun Min, his face and
name explored the first search column on the Internet. At the wedding, Ha Won and Hyun Min meet one of the knightly more named Ji Woon. She's a cousin of Hyun Min. She doesn't believe in their 'engagement' and conjecture that Ha Won was paid by Hyun Min to pretend. This was
exacerbated by the insults issued by Ji Woon (whom they had met before and still left no good impression). This incident was apparently seen by his grandfather Hyun Min and Ji Woon. My grandfather considered hireing Ha Won as the tamer of his rebel grandchildren, because only Ha
Won had succeeded, even though he had met only a few times. Ha Won, who was evicted from the house by his own father, eventually stayed at the Sky House (the mansion where the billionaire's three grandchildren live). Now let's meet the players! The cast of Drama The interesting thing
about this drama is that the cast is really ok. Both the management and the supporting cast all blended in neatly. You want to know who the cast is? Here's the cast of the game. Eun Ha Won aka Cinderella *Source: are you familiar with her face? Yes, the girl who played the character Kim
Ki Jung in the non-English film, as well as the Oscar-winning Asian film for the first time in history, Parasite. As it turned out, this beautiful woman named Park So Dam began her career a long time ago. Starting with the Indenpenden movie, Dam spread her wings to film and project the
industry. Here, So Dam gets the lead role as Cinderella named Eun Ha Won. She's a third-grade high school girl waiting to graduate. He was very smart, strong and persistent. He lives with his mother and half-sister, who acts like dreamers. 2. Four Knights The four knights are the Kang
brothers. Although cousins, these three men have different traits. There is a grandson who has lived with his grandfather since childhood, Kang Hyun Min. He is a playboy who every week likes to change dates. Then there's the grandson who is 'picked up' (by Hyun Min), and that's Kang
Seo Woo when he is also a grandson. Seo Woo is a good guy who aspires to be a famous singer who his grandfather certainly disagreed with because he wanted all his grandchildren to jump into a business world like him. Finally, Kang Ji Woon is here. According to Hyun Min, Ji Woon is a
'grandson who suddenly appears' when in fact he is the mystery behind him, hihihi. Continue, in addition to the three cousins of Kang, there is another knight around Cinderella, Lee Yoon Sung. Kang Hyun Min is the most famous Kang brothers. She is true casanova, playboy, wife lover, as
you call her. There are only two types of women in the world, one that I walked and who didn't., that's part of the script that Kang Hyun Min said. In addition to his frequent ity with female friends, Hyun Min is also very hedon. He could easily have given the car to his ex-boyfriend. The
character plays very neatly Ahn Jae Hyun. He was supposed to be the first candidate to inherit the company, but he felt the presence of two of his cousins threatened his position. His grandfather was very upset by the behavior of his three grandchildren, especially Hyun Min, who often
spent money in obscure. Kang Ji Woon's character plays Jung Il Woo. He's the newly discovered cousin of the other two Kangs. During his life, Ji Woon lived in an orphanage without knowing who his father was, who he knew his mother was dead. He has a free and wild nature, but in fact
he is very kind and someone lonely. That's why he used his power to help others from evil. Grandfather also did not like the behavior of his grandson, because most often he disagreed and never listened to his demands. In addition to Kang Hyun Min, Kang Ji Woon is also romantically
associated with Cinderella. Initially, Ji Woon was very fond of Park Hye Ji (later below), but Hye Ji likes Hyun Min a long time ago (they were friends as children). Then, when Hyun Min suddenly announces his 'engagement' to Ha Won, Ji Woon is asked by Hye Ji to approach Ha Won in
order for Hyun Min to turn to him. But over time, Woon fell in love with Ha Won. The third Kang brothers are Seo Woo. The character is Lee Jung Shin from CNBLUE! In addition to being a musician, Jung Shin is also active as an actor. He's the youngest of his two cousins. As in the real
world, Jung Shin here plays a singer and songwriter who will debut formally. My grandfather considered his work useless because he wanted all his grandchildren to continue their family business. Seo Woo is also really romantically involved with Cinderella, but rather to the side. 4. Knight's
Lee Yoon Sung played by Choi Min. Yoon Sung was secretary of Kang's three cousins, Chairman Kang Jong Du. He also worked as a bodyguard for three cousins and Ha Won. That's why he's part of the Knights. He looked after and treated Ha Won very well, cooked him good food,
accompanied him to the chat, still made Ha Won kerasan stay at the Sky House mansion. He was very loyal to the Haneul Group (owned by Chairman Kang) and would do anything to save the company (just like his boss). Other cast members After getting to know the main cast, we are
now familiar with the supporting cast. No less beautiful and handsome, this is how cool the supporting cast is! The drama was revived by na eun's son from the Korean band Apink. She plays Park Hye Ji, a fashion design student. By chance, hyun is a childhood friend of Mine's, and he's
loved him since he was a kid. But ever since Hye Ji's older brother died, Hyun Min has stayed away from him. Hye Ji is actually kind-hearted, but she is eager to be with Hyun Min so she uses Her Woon's penchant for her to get close to Hyun Min. Kim Yong Gun plays good but evil
chairman Kang Jong Du. He's got a fic game of fickery. The chairman of the Kang Group and grandfather of three of Kang's cousins provided support, food, food and name, but it turned out that he also had dark times. As it turned out, the reason Woon never met her father was because his
grandfather forced his father to end his relationship with his mother because of his different social status. Kim Hye Ri, a fresh-looking and youthful actress, plays her new grandmother Knight, as Ji Hwa Ja, 5. She looks good and always supports her husband's family. But he had other
intentions behind it. Yes, she wanted to overthrow her husband and take over the Haneul Group. Drama attraction In addition to its interesting and cool cast, this drama also has a fun and distinctive appeal so that the audience is at home to watch it. Here are some of the highlights of the
drama. 1. Who doesn't like clichéd stories? Alien for lovers, enemy lovers, harem romance (one main character is attacked / surrounded by the opposite sex). They consume similar stories every day. So this type of modern Cinderella-style romantic comedy story must be much liked. Even if
you don't like love stories, it's a light spectacle that can be intert0te between your heavy glasses. 2. Surrounded by 4 men, if you see how miserable Ha Won's life has been all this time, it feels worth it when he suddenly gets nomplok happiness. Offered a highly paid job, flexible time, given
a good place to live and eat anyway, pluuusss surrounded by handsome men! Eun Ha Won really wins in life, yes. These four men also have a taste for Ha Won, the most intense tap probably just Ji Woon and Hyun Min (which is more glaring and insists this is it). 3. Rectangular Love was
born between Ha Won, Hyun Min, Ji Woon, and Hye Ji. Where ha won has no taste for anyone at first, but if peter aka in pepet continues someone will baper, right? Go on, Hyun Min was just messing with it, so there was a craving for Ha Won. But on the other hand, she also has a history
with Hye Ji in the past. Go on, you already know that Hye Ji still likes little Hyun Mind. Although Ji Woon shamelessly liked him, he never used JiWoon, instead using him to get close to Hyun Min. Ji Woon also intends to take Ha Won so that Hyun Min can be with Hye Ji. But it's been a long
time since you freaked out on Ha Won. Hayoloh, confused, right? 4. Not only love, the narrative of fraternity The main character of this drama besides Cinderella is certainly knights, but more focused on the Kang brothers. Well, I told them it wasn't familiar at all because they'd never met
before. Only Hyun Min was born and lived in the castle all the time. However, suddenly grandfather gathered two more cousins and eventually three of them were forced to live together. Over time, having ha won between them, not only added spice to love, but also repaired the fractured
fraternity relationship. 5. Ha Won Family Conflict is not so bad, Ha Won core family is also plagued by problems, loh. We all know that Ha Won's father remarried, and his mother and half-brother were evil. But if in the classic Cinderella story, the biological father loves his son, unless Ha
Won's biological father cares about him. Even get him out of the house. One day, her stepmother, Ha Won, found a flyer for her husband. The stepmother assumed the man was Ha Won's biological father because her husband didn't recognize Ha Won as his body. Ha Won's stepmother
Turns out the man is Kang Young Jin. So is it true that Kang Young Jin is Ha Won's biological father? 6. Surprising end couple Despite being surrounded by four men, not all are romantically involved with Cinderella. There are only two men: Kang Hyun Min and Kang Ji Woon. At the
beginning of the story, Ha Won and Hyun Min are very close despite often arguing jokingly. However, in the middle of the story Ha Won also becomes close to the cool Ji Woon. Who's the end pair, huh? The official end of the couple caused a lot of comments as some were sympathetic and
some were grateful for the end of the couple. 7. OST. Memorable Usually people love soundtrack songs because they're watching drama, right? If OST. This draconian is somehow very good at sucking the attention of people who have never even watched drama. The songs the dracula
uses are sung by famous musicians, but the songs are excellent. So it's natural that ost. This drama is so well known beyond its drama as well. Some of these songs include For You performed by BTOB. This song will be everyone who hears that me-le-leh! The melody is soothing, the lyrics
are also easy to listen to, even if you don't understand Korean. Continue, there's another wild song Zia (ののののの) called Only One. Heartbreaking lyrics? Check. A sad tune? Check. You are guaranteed to be an amazing baper to hear this song. Well, if this song is on a sit-down but it's
fun. Suitable for listening to aerobics or morning running! My Romeo by Jessi. When you hear it, you imagine a love story raging among the actors in the drama. Not only as an artist, Lee Jung Shin CNBLUE also contributed his melodic voice in the song Confession. The song has a cheerful
tone, but the lyrics are romantic! 8. In Rival Drama, Real World Friends * Source: Actually Park So Dam as the cast of Cinderella and Son of Naeun Apink, who plays Park Hye Ji are not very rivals. There, Hye Ji considers Ha Won a rival, but Ha Won himself does not feel so haha. However,
off stage, it turned out they got close. As evidenced by So Dam's participation in Apink's concert entitled Welcome to PINK WORLD on February 1-2, 2020. So Dam uploaded two of them with the caption After such a hard time, Hye Ji and Ha Won finally meet again. Gemas, huh? The game
depicts a 'maid' as Cinderella. However, here are 4 knights who are always next to Cinderella. In addition to its unique and interesting story, the drama also features a talented cast. By the way, for those who like Korean comedy-romantic dramas, don't miss this drama yes! Yes!
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